GENERAL TERMS OF SALE, DETAILS OF QUALITY AND LIMITS OF GUARANTEE FOR T-COVER PRODUCTS

1. Thickness of tape is subject to a ±10% tolerance from its original thickness.
2. Width of tape is subject to a ±2mm tolerance from its nominal width.
3. Length of tape is subject to a ±1% tolerance from its nominal length.
4. Adhesion is calculated on AISI 304 steel and is subject to a ±15% tolerance.
5. Colors of tape and any prints of reels samples are merely indicative.
6. The surface to be protected has to be clean, dry and free from grease, dust or pollution of any kind. The tape is intended only for temporary protection of surfaces against dirt, scratches and other mechanical aggressions. Do not treat protective film with oil, solvent, acid, bases and whatever else not expressly authorized by Creabuild Trading LLC. The surface to be protected has to be completely stable; whatever variation (migrations, reticulations, hardening, softening) which might occur after the application can cause malfunctions.
7. It is advised the usage of a mechanical appliance to apply the tape. Laying must occur without folds, air bubbles and minimal stretching of the tape. (lengthening less than 1%). The protective tape has to be applied at a temperature between 10°C and 30°C.
8. After application do not expose the protective tape to temperatures above +65°C or below -10°C. Since features of tape do change according temperature of both application and removal, removal should be at a temperature between 5°C and 30°C. Removing protective tape at different temperatures may cause considerable changes to the force of disjunction.
9. The suitable protective tape to protect a certain surface will be suggested by Creabuild Trading LLC after the necessary lab test. On the customer is the complete responsibility to verify compatibility of the advised product with their own uses, to grant no unwanted effect both immediate or in the future. However Creabuild Trading LLC cannot in any way be held responsible neither for a not agreed use of supplied product, nor for consequences caused by a use different from the one the tape had been originally destined for. It is understood that the given guarantee is expressly limited to substitution of faulty products and excludes any other compensation, damages or interests.
10. Storage: rolls of protective tape must be stored in dry, cool, well-aired places and not exposed to direct sunlight. Storage must be done in original packaging.
11. Life of protective tape: features of protective tape are guaranteed by Creabuild Trading LLC till 6 months from delivery date only if correctly stored as in point n.10.
12. Protective tape must be removed as soon as possible after its application i.e. as soon as it has accomplished its function. Upon need of a longer ‘life’ of the tape once applied and exposed to atmospheric conditions, Creabuild Trading LLC warrants a maximum life of 2 months only on some protective tapes if specifically indicated.
13. To conclude a contract it is necessary that the orders of Buyer are given directly to Creabuild Trading LLC or through its distributors shall be expressly accepted by an order confirmation which shall be given in writing and has to be returned countersigned. The Buyer after receipt of the confirmation shall immediately, and in any case no later than 5 days, give a written notice to Creabuild Trading LLC of any difference from the order. Within 5 days from receipt of report Creabuild Trading LLC shall examine the objection and advise whether the change in the order shall be accepted or denied. Failing a timely report content of contract is fixed in every respect by the order confirmation.
14. Property and ownership in the goods will not pass from Creabuild Trading LLC until the customer has paid Creabuild Trading LLC unconditionally.
15. Delivery: times and dispatch dates by Creabuild Trading LLC are subject to a tolerance of maximum 15 days of delay, and its non-respect does not affect the sale contract. Creabuild Trading LLC cannot be held responsible for losses, damages or expenses (due directly or indirectly to loss of profit or responsibility to a third party) charged by the Buyer in consequence of the delayed delivery of material.

16. The Buyer shall inspect the received material within 3 days and shall give a written notice to Creabuild Trading LLC of any eventual damage or supposed fault within 48 hours. The Buyer shall give a written notice to both Creabuild Trading LLC and the forwarder of any lack or omission in delivery. Only written claims can be accepted.

17. The Buyer undertakes to carry out proof tests through their application cycle used for the application of the tape. Performance of tests and their positive result shall be communicated in writing, with specific indication of the way the tests are realized.

18. Besides the Buyer undertakes to accept in writing these general terms of sales. In case of dispute only the general terms of sale shall be enforced.

19. Not suggested for copper, brass and copper containing alloys. Not suitable for protection against corrosion, humidity or chemical solvents.

We confirm that we have read, understood and hereby accept the terms described in the points on these 2 pages. And we confirm that we have tested the material thoroughly.

Name: 

Company: 

Date: 

Location: